
Obituary: Miss Janet Helen Silver OBE DSc FCOptom
Former principal of optometry, Moorfields Eye Hospital

Janet Silver was primarily renowned for her pioneering work developing low vision aid

clinics for the visually impaired. Janet was born on 9 July 1933, to Ruby and Lionel Silver.

Lionel was one of the first sessional ophthalmic opticians working at Dulwich Hospital in

the 1940s, which became part of Kings. When that team moved down to Dartford, Janet

took over at Kings.

After a break during which she had two children Dan and Sarah, Janet travelled with her

husband Hal. In 1964 Janet spotted an advertisement for sessional work at Moorfields. At

that time, ophthalmic opticians were accepted at the hospital reluctantly and were the poor

relations both to high street opticians and to the other ophthalmic professions. In the

hospital they were not permitted to see children, and were employed as fitters in the then

separate contact lens department. Janet worked for Norman Hudson, the senior

ophthalmic optician, with a couple of part-time ophthalmic opticians, dispensing opticians

and clerks.

After reluctantly taking over as head of department in 1970, Janet set up the first hospital

low vision aid clinic, assisted first by Liz Gould and then by Andrew Milliken. Under Janet’s

leadership the department thrived, becoming a centre of international repute. When Janet

retired in 1995, Janet’s “visual assessment department” merged with the contact lens

department to produce the current optometry department, which now approaches 100

staff.

I would never have considered hospital optometry if it were not for Janet, and many others

owe their careers to her. When I started work at Moorfields in 1984, Janet was well

renowned for being a formidable boss. She was a well-established international figure

within hospital optometry and her chosen field of low vision; many junior staff lived in fear

of Janet. However, Janet went on to nurture the career of many optometrists, many of

whom have since gone on to become heads of hospital and university departments, a few

have qualified in medicine some with great distinction, and some have stayed on at

Moorfields. Janet’s first ever “pre-reg” still works in the hospital. With great pride Janet

could claim that her “evolutionary consultative approach, combined with an obvious ability

to discern talent in the selection of staff” led to the current situation where to be able to put



‘trained’ or ‘worked at Moorfields’ on a CV holds the same status in optometry as it does in

ophthalmology.

Janet had exacting standards for her own work and insisted that all raised their game to

her level. Janet’s dynamism and enthusiasm made her a difficult woman to say no to.

Janet relished a challenge and she continued to drive forward the projects dear to her

heart right to the end. I was not the only one to seek Janet’s advice – even in her

retirement she was always perceptive and able to see the broader perspective.

Today, Moorfields optometrists play an increasing role in the clinical teams working in

general clinics, specialist (including paediatric), and outreach clinics. The optometrists

teach ophthalmologists, optometrists and other disciplines, working closely with the

Institute of Ophthalmology, to produce high quality research.

Janet’s work in low vision extended beyond the UK. She worked tirelessly to bring low

vision services to developing countries and collaborated in international research. Janet’s

work in health care was recognised by many organisations. She was proud to receive the

OBE for her services to health care and earlier this year she was overjoyed to be offered

honorary life membership of the Royal College of Ophthalmologists.

Janet’s interests were not only restricted to optometry and ophthalmology. Janet’s many

retirement interests included work with Age Concern and chairing the patient’s

representatives at University College Hospital. Following her retirement, Janet was

awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Science by City University in recognition of her

services to eye care, thus returning to the institution where she trained in the 1950s.

Janet remained robust in her battle with cancer and was more than once given only weeks

to live. Sadly, Janet’s mother Ruby died a few days before her. Janet is dearly missed by

husband Martin, by her children Dan and Sarah from her first marriage with Hal, by

Martin’s children Michael, Lucy and Tom, her brother Leslie, sister Vivienne, grandchildren

and the many people whose careers she fostered and lives she touched.
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